INTRODUCTION {#S1}
============

Multiple myeloma (MM) is characterized by the abnormal accumulation of plasma cells (PC) in the bone marrow (BM), leading to impairment of hematopoiesis and the production of monoclonal immunoglobulin (Ig)^[@R1]^. Important clinical features of MM are bone destruction, renal impairment, immunosuppression and hypercalcemia^[@R1]^. The implementation of high dose-chemotherapy and autologous stem cell rescue was an initial treatment breakthrough in improving the outcome of MM^[@R2]^. Thereafter, the introduction of immunomodulatory agents (IMiDs) and proteasome-inhibitors (PIs) resulted in a further significant improvements^[@R3],[@R4]^. Nevertheless, MM remains a disease with an unpredictable clinical course consistent with it being composed of a variety of molecular subtypes each with a distinct pathogenesis and clinical course^[@R5],[@R6]^.

Initial genetic studies of MM utilized metaphase cytogenetic analysis to investigate the characteristic molecular aberrations of MM cells and their prognostic value^[@R6]^. Translocations involving the immunoglobulin heavy (IgH) and light chain (IgL) gene regions and hyperdiploidy (HD) were the major recurrent structural and copy number abnormalities identified by this method^[@R7]^. Investigations of MM cell lines allowed the recognition of both the mechanism and genes deregulated as a consequence of the IgH translocations^[@R8]^ but the mechanism responsible for HD remains elusive. High-resolution genome mapping and interphase fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) and more recently whole exome sequencing of primary patient material have provided further insights into the prognostically relevant genetic aberrations in MM^[@R7],[@R9]^. Genetic lesions important in the pathogenesis of MM include the t(4;14) (deregulating MMSET and FGFR3), t(14;16) (MAFa), and t(14;20) (MAFb) all of which activate CCND2 expression^[@R10]^. A second set of lesions also affect the cell cycle G1/S checkpoint including the t(11;14) (CCND1), t(6;14) (CCND3), and del(1p32) (CDKN2C/FAF1)^[@R10]^. This leaves a miscellaneous set of recurrent lesions including del(1p11) (FAM46C), del(17p13) (P53), +1q21, mutations inactivating negative regulators of the NFkB pathway and mutations activating the RAS pathway, as well as copy number aberrations (CNA) and translocations into cMYC^[@R10]^.

The introduction of gene expression profiling (GEP) in MM was an important step in elucidating the molecular heterogeneity of MM and its clinical relevance. The TC classification was essentially an extension of knowledge derived from classic genetic studies of MM^[@R11]^. It is based on the expression of D type cyclins and the type of IgH translocation including the groups 11q, 6p, MAF, 4p, D1, D1+D2, D2, and none. The TC provided an initial start to the molecular classification of MM but while broadly applicable lacks an ability to give a full insight into the pathogenesis and classification of HD MM, which constitutes 50% of all cases.

The UAMS group established a molecular classification of MM based on unsupervised hierarchical clustering of GEP data that recognizes seven different molecular subgroups^[@R12]^. These groups largely correspond to the groups of the TC classification but in addition detect clusters based on other features that have clinical meaning in terms of outcome and response to therapy. The CD-1 and CD-2 groups correspond to cases with IgH translocations activating *CCND1* or *CCND3* with the CD-2 group being distinguished from the CD-1 by the expression of the early B-cell markers *CD20* and *PAX5*. The MS group is defined by the upregulation of *FGFR3* and/or MMSET whereas the MF group is characterized by either spiked expression of *c-MAF* or *MAFB*. The LB group is defined by a low number of bone lesions. The largest group is the HY group that contains HD cases. The PR group is characterized by the over-expression of cancer-testis antigens, cell cycle and proliferation-related genes and it contains similar numbers of HD and non-hyperdiploid (NHD) cases.

Another step forward in the characterization of the clinical and molecular heterogeneity of MM was the development of GEP based risk predictors^[@R13]--[@R16]^. Using log-rank tests for GEP data our group identified 70 genes linked to early disease-related death^[@R13]^. The UAMS GEP70 risk score is based on the ratio of the mean expression level of up-regulated to down-regulated genes among the 70 genes. Most up-regulated genes are located on chromosome 1q, and many down-regulated genes map to chromosome 1p. The predictor enabled the reliable identification of patients with shorter durations of complete remission, event-free survival, and overall survival that constitute 10 -- 15% of newly diagnosed MM patients.

We have consistently collected GEP data over a number of evolving study protocols, carried out over the last 10 years, which have used different novel therapies as they have become available. The resulting expression dataset, which is extensive, gives us the opportunity not only to describe the clinical course associated with distinct molecular and risk subgroups but also how these outcomes are affected by the different treatment modalities used. In this report we present the clinical outcome of subgroups defined by the UAMS classifiers in our Total Therapy (TT) trials and the impact of thalidomide, bortezomib and lenalidomide on them.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#S2}
=====================

Patients {#S3}
--------

We included 1217 patients with baseline gene expression profiling (GEP) data who were enrolled prior to October 29th, 2014 in TT trials 2 -- 5. TT2, TT3a and TT3b included previously untreated patients, regardless of risk. For these trials patient characteristics have been described previously^[@R3],[@R4]^ and are summarized in [Supplemental Table 1](#SD17){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. TT4 evaluates the total therapy approach in patients with GEP70-defined low risk and TT5 was designed for GEP70-defined high-risk patients. An overview of the trial designs is provided in [Supplemental Figure 1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. For 145 patients GEP data at relapse was available. Informed consent for treatment and sample procurement in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki was obtained for all cases included in this study that had been approved by the institutional review board.

Gene expression profiling of CD138+ plasma cells {#S4}
------------------------------------------------

Plasma cells were CD138-purified from bone marrow aspirates as previously published^[@R12]^. GEP of CD138-purified plasma cells using Affymetrix U133 2.0 plus arrays was performed as described^[@R12]^. Raw signals were MAS5 normalized using the Affymetrix Microarray GCOS1.1 software. Analyses for the derivation of GEP70-based high-risk designation^[@R12]^, and molecular subgroup classification^[@R13]^, have been reported previously. Expression data are deposited in Gene Expression Omnibus (GSE2658, GSE38627).

Interphase fluorescence *in situ* hybridization {#S5}
-----------------------------------------------

Tricolor interphase fluorescence *in situ* hybridization (iFISH) analysis for the determination of 1q21 and 17p12 copy number was performed as previously published^[@R17]^.

Statistical Methods {#S6}
-------------------

Progression-free survival (PFS) and overall survival (OS) durations were measured from the time of initiation of protocol therapy; events included relapse or death from any cause in the former and death from any cause in the latter. Multivariate Cox proportional hazards regression was used to identify factors significantly associated with PFS, OS, and time to CR, and to obtain hazard ratio estimates and p-values at specified contrasts. The running log-rank test was used to identify a statistically optimal cut-point for a continuous variable. Wilcoxon or Fisher's exact tests were used to compare the median of a continuous variable or the distribution of discrete variables across groups, respectively.

RESULTS {#S7}
=======

Distribution of molecular subgroups in total therapy trials {#S8}
-----------------------------------------------------------

GEP data collected at baseline were available for 1217 patients treated in TT2 to TT5. The HY group was the largest subgroup (n=380, 31%), followed by CD-2 (n=186, 15%), MS (n=170, 14%), LB (n=166, 14%), PR (n=158, 13%), CD-1 (n=85, 7%) and MF (n=72, 6%). The distribution of the molecular subgroups in each TT trial is shown in [Supplemental Figure 2](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Outcomes in molecular subgroups before and after the introduction of novel drugs {#S9}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to determine whether novel agents had different effects within molecular subgroups we compared the outcomes of patients treated without novel drugs (TT2−) to patients treated with IMiDs or bortezomib (TT2+, TT3a, TT3b). In TT2− similar values for the estimated 5-year OS ranging between 73% and 80% were seen in the CD-1, CD-2, HY, and LB subgroups ([Supplemental Table 2](#SD18){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The corresponding estimates for 5-year PFS were 64% (CD-1), 47% (CD-2), 41% (HY), and 50% (LB). The subgroups MF (44% PFS, 56% OS), MS (12%, 40%) and PR (32%, 56%) were associated with adverse survival rates. Patients in CD-1 and PR had the highest cumulative 3-year CR incidence at 73% and 60%, respectively. Lower 3-year CR incidences were seen in CD-2 (38%), HY (35%), LB (39%), MF (44%) and MS (36%). After the introduction of novel therapies, a significantly improved PFS was observed in the HY (HR=0.49, P\<0.001), LB (HR=0.44, P=0.005) and MS (HR=0.29, P\<0.001) subgroups. The CD-1, CD-2, MF and PR subgroups showed no significant changes of the PFS despite the introduction of these novel therapies. Representative Kaplan-Meier plots are shown in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} for HY and MS groups (improved PFS) and the PR subgroup (no improvement). Significantly longer OS was only observed in the MS subgroup (HR=0.44, P=0.002) ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The time to CR was significantly improved in the subgroups HY (HR=0.41, *P*\<0.001), MS (HR=0.44, *P*=0.02) and PR (HR=0.54, *P*=0.04). The other subgroups showed trends to an improved time to CR with HRs \<0.65.

Impact of individual novel drugs on outcomes of molecular subgroups {#S10}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

The IMID thalidomide was introduced in the experimental arm, TT2+, of the TT2 trial ([Supplemental Figure 1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Results of the comparison of TT2− to TT2+ suggest that the addition of thalidomide positively affected the PFS of HY, LB and MS ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). There was a trend to a better OS in HY (HR=0.68, *P*=0.16) and MS (HR=0.62, *P*=0.14) ([Supplemental Figure 3](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) The HY subgroup was the only subgroup with a significantly improved time to CR ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The PI bortezomib was introduced in TT3a in the induction, consolidation and maintenance phases of therapy. Results of Cox modeling suggest that the PFS of the CD-1 and the MS groups were improved in comparison to TT2+ ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). There was a trend for a better OS in the MS subgroup (HR=0.50, *P*=0.059) ([Supplemental Figure 3](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), that became comparable to the CD-1, CD-2, HY and LB subgroups, which were associated with an estimated 5-year OS of at least 77% ([Supplemental Table 2](#SD18){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In contrast, the MF and PR groups showed no significant improvement and remained the subgroups with the worst outcome in MM with a 5-year PFS estimate of 46% each and OS of 46% and 55%, respectively. The time to CR was significantly shortened in the CD-1 and MS subgroups ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

In TT3b lenalidomide was used instead of thalidomide during maintenance treatment in combination with bortezomib. In comparison to TT3a, CD-1 and PR had a significantly worse PFS in TT3b whereas PFS for CD-2 was improved ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). A trend was also noted for a negative impact of the TT3b regimen on the OS of the CD-1 subgroup ([Supplemental Figure 3](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The time to CR was significantly shorter in the CD-2 subgroup and a trend toward a shorter time to CR was observed for HY and LB ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

Association of subgroups with risk {#S11}
----------------------------------

GEP70-defined high risk (HiR) cases were not evenly distributed across molecular subgroups. More than 80% of them were assigned to the subgroups MS, MF, and PR. The overwhelming majority of cases in CD-2, HY and LB were classified as LoR ([Supplemental Figure 4](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Interestingly, even in cases classified as LoR (risk score\<0.66), the molecular subgroups MS, MF and PR had elevated risk scores in comparison to the remaining groups ([Supplemental Figure 5](#SD5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). FISH data for the 1q21 and the 17p12 locus were available for 858 and 692 cases treated in TT2 to TT5, respectively. The locus 1q21 was gained in at least 60% of MS, MF and PR cases ([Supplemental Figure 6](#SD6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Of note, gain(1q21) was frequently detectable in LB cases, a subgroup with only 3% HiR. Increased rates of del(17p12) were detected in CD-1, MF and PR ([Supplemental Figure 7](#SD7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The subgroups MF and PR also showed an enrichment of ISS III cases ([Supplemental Figure 8](#SD8){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

These results suggest that the difference in outcome between the molecular subgroups is due to an enrichment of risk factors in MS, MF and PR and not linked to subgroup specific characteristics like *MMSET* or *MAF* overexpression *per se*. To account for the elevated risk score values in the LoR cases of MS, MF, and PR, we calculated a three-group risk predictor. Using the running log-rank test for the GEP70 score for PFS within the LoR TT2 population and validating the result with TT3 data, we determined an additional break point at 0.16. Splitting the data at the break points of 0.16 and 0.66 showed that PFS and OS were similar for all molecular subgroups in the respective risk group ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This relationship indicated that an understanding of the impact of treatment on HiR and LoR MM might shed light on the basis of differences in the clinical course of molecular subgroups. As a result, we extended the survival and response analyses to risk groups.

The impact of novel drugs on risk subgroups {#S12}
-------------------------------------------

In TT2− LoR cases had an estimated 5-year PFS and OS of 43% and 72%, whereas in HiR the values were lower with only 11% and 21% estimated 5-year PFS and OS, respectively; these differences were statistically significant (*P*\<0.001 in both cases). In contrast, a similar cumulative 3-year CR incidence was seen in HiR (37%) and LoR (43%) MM. LoR was associated with a significantly better PFS (HR=0.65, *P*=0.001) in TT2+ when compared to TT2−, though no evidence of an improved OS (HR=0.82, *P*=0.2) was seen. For HiR cases, non-significant better PFS (HR=0.64, *P*=0.17) and OS (HR=0.73, *P*=0.34) were seen. TT3A significantly improved the PFS (HR=0.68, *P*=0.005) of LoR cases. The OS rates were not significantly better (HR=0.79, *P*=0.15). HiR cases showed no significant PFS or OS improvement. The MS molecular subgroup was an impressive exception. Treatment with a bortezomib including therapy significantly improved OS and PFS across the MS subgroup in both HiR and LoR cases. In TT3, HiR MS cases showed a similar 5-year survival estimate (31%) to LoR MS cases in TT2 (26%), and the improvement in PFS was significant for both TT3 HiR compared to TT2 HiR (*P* = 0.036) and for TT3 LoR compared to TT2 LoR (*P* \< 0.001).

The impact of maintenance {#S13}
-------------------------

We performed a landmark analysis from the start of maintenance to check whether maintenance with novel drugs improved PFS of risk groups. The number of cases included into this analysis is shown in [Supplemental Table 3](#SD19){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The results indicate that the use of thalidomide and bortezomib during maintenance of TT2+ and TT3a respectively positively impacted the PFS of LoR cases. The use of lenalidomide instead of thalidomide during maintenance of TT3b did not further improve PFS of this risk group ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). HiR cases did not show a significant improvement of PFS or OS.

Assessment of risk status at relapse {#S14}
------------------------------------

We performed an analysis of 145 patients with risk status determined at presentation and relapse from TT2, TT3, TT4, and TT5, giving a total of 111 LoR and 34 HiR cases at presentation. At relapse, 33 (30%) of LoR switched to HiR, and 9 (26%) of the HiR cases presented as LoR. A Wilcoxon test showed that patients who were HiR at both baseline and relapse had significantly higher median GEP70 scores at relapse than patients who were LoR at baseline and HiR at relapse (p = 0.006). Similarly, patients who were LoR at both baseline and relapse had significantly lower GEP70 scores at relapse than patients who were HiR at baseline and LoR at relapse ([Supplemental Figure 9](#SD9){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, p = 0.02). According to the three-group GEP70 risk predictor that was introduced in this study 6 of 9 HiR/LoR (67%) but only 17 of 78 LoR/LoR (22%) cases had an intermediate risk profile (0.16 \< Score \< 0.66) at relapse (p=0.009).

HiR patients at relapse had a very poor outcome irrespective of risk status at baseline ([Supplemental Figure 10](#SD10){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). HiR cases that switched to LoR still showed an unfavorable survival. Only cases that were assigned to LoR at baseline and relapse had a better outcome.

Impact of a complete remission on the outcome of molecular and risk subgroups {#S15}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to investigate the impact of a CR on the outcome of molecular and risk subgroups we performed a landmark analysis from 1 year after start of therapy for patients treated in TT2 and TT3 who achieved a CR in the 1^st^ year compared to non-CR patients. The number of cases included into this analysis is shown in [Supplemental Table 4](#SD20){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (molecular subgroups) and [Supplemental Table 5](#SD21){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (risk subgroups). This analysis showed that a CR positively significantly impacted the PFS of all molecular subgroups except MF ([Supplemental Figure 11](#SD11){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and was associated with a significantly improved OS in CD-2, LB and PR ([Supplemental Figure 12](#SD12){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Attainment of CR in LoR cases was significantly associated with a better PFS and OS in comparison to non-CR LoR cases, whereas there was not no significant difference in PFS and OS between CR and non-CR HiR cases ([Supplemental Figures 13](#SD13){ref-type="supplementary-material"} & [14](#SD14){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

DISCUSSION {#S16}
==========

Recently, we have shown that the introduction of IMiDs and PIs resulted in a significant improvement in outcome of MM patient in our TT trials^[@R3],[@R4]^. In this work we show that the impact of treatment differs between molecular subtypes of MM and that GEP gives important information that can help in clinical decision-making and treatment selection.

Impact of novel drugs on molecular subgroups {#S17}
--------------------------------------------

HY, LB and MS were the molecular subgroups that mainly profited from the introduction of novel drugs and showed significant changes in PFS. With the exception of the MS subgroup, we could not detect improved OS rates in the molecular subgroups of MM. However, the non-uniformly application of drugs, such as carfilzomib or pomalidomide could have obscured differences in OS between TT trials.

The MS group that corresponds to cases with a t(4;14) was the molecular subgroup with the worst survival in TT2−. We show that over successive protocols the outcome of the MS group has improved substantially to the extent that it can now be considered standard risk. The change in outcome of this group seems to be related to the increasing exposure to the PI bortezomib. This improvement in outcome was seen across the MS subgroup in both HiR and LoR cases. It follows from this observation that all patients within the MS subgroup should receive treatment with proteasome inhibitor therapy irrespective of risk status. A recent study showed that higher cumulative bortezomib doses improved outcome of MM patients^[@R18]^. Future studies should address whether strategies maximizing exposure to PI can further improve outcome in the MS subgroup.

In contrast, the other two molecular subgroups with increased numbers of HiR cases, MF and PR, retained a poor outcome even after the introduction of novel drugs. While the MF group is only small, the deregulation of *MAF* in this group opens the potential to actively target it or its downstream signaling partners. The PR group has a number of important features, including markers of proliferation^[@R12]^. It is important to understand the mutational spectrum of this group to understand its pathogenesis. Superficially, it should be possible to target the proliferative nature of this group with cell cycle active drugs. The t(11;14) group of MM overexpresses *CCND1* and is effectively split into 2 distinct groups by the UAMS clustering approach which recognizes a CD-1 and CD-2 set of cases. Both subgroups had similar outcomes before and after the introduction of novel drugs. In the analyses of individual TT protocols an improved PFS for the CD-1 group was seen in TT3a but a worse outcome in TT3b, indicating that CD-1 could have been improved by the addition of bortezomib but did not benefit further from the introduction of lenalidomide during maintenance. In contrast, CD-2 seemed to benefit from the addition of lenalidomide. Future studies should further address the question whether the impact of lenalidomide on outcome of these two subgroups differ. Importantly, the CD-2 group is characterized by the expression of CD20, which could potentially be targeted with antiCD20 antibodies.

Association of subgroups with risk status {#S18}
-----------------------------------------

The three groups MS, MF and PR contain 80% of HiR individuals (GEP70 \> 0.66) but just 25% of LoR patients, and the distribution of the GEP70 score is in general shifted towards higher values in these three subgroups. In contrast, the CD-2, HY, and LB groups contain 68% of LoR patients but only 13% of HiR patients. Understanding the association of molecular subgroups with the GEP70 risk score would be of great value if we are to direct therapy appropriately. In this report we show that the high risk chromosomal aberrations del(17p) and gain(1q21) are not distributed evenly through the data but are enriched in the MS, MF and PR molecular subgroups. The observation that high risk CNA are seen more frequently in these more clinically aggressive subtypes suggest that these lesions are actually contributing to the GEP70 signature, an observation that is particularly relevant to gain(1q21). Recently, we have provided evidence that jumping translocations of 1q12 lead to the simultaneous gain(1q21) and del(17p) in MM with a t(4;14) indicating that the appearance of high risk aberrations in this subgroup is based on a common mechanism^[@R19]^. Future studies should apply molecular approaches like optical mapping and long range whole genome sequencing to investigate whether this mechanism also plays a role in development of HiR in other molecular subgroups. We have recently shown that the MF group has a tendency to acquire mutations as a consequence of APOBEC deregulation, another potential mechanism leading to HiR^[@R20]^. Last but not least, proliferation is linked to HiR and an independent risk factor^[@R15]^.

Despite the association with HiR, cases with t(4;14) or gain(1q21) frequently are classified as low risk and have a good outcome. Of note, 60% of cases of the prognostically favorable LB subgroup have a gain(1q21). In contrast to other molecular subgroups like CD-1, CD-2 and HY this group is not associated with one of the primary recurrent chromosomal aberrations but is defined by a low number of bone lesions^[@R12]^. These results are particularly relevant for the use of FISH for risk determination, because often cases are assigned to HiR based on the presence of only one HiR marker. We have previously shown that it is possible to improve risk prediction based on cytogenetic data by defining all HiR cytogenetic abnormalities and counting the number present in each case^[@R21]^. HiR cases as defined by the GEP70 in general have a very poor outcome, reflecting the way that the test was designed with \>90% specificity for identification of HiR. Although GEP70 HiR associates with unfavorable advanced ISS stages and the presence of cytogenetic abnormalities, the GEP70 is an independent predictor ([Supplementary Figures 15](#SD15){ref-type="supplementary-material"} & [16](#SD16){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Usually, risk is determined at diagnosis. In this report we present an update of the risk determination at relapse^[@R22]^ and confirm that GEP at relapse provides important information. Whereas cases that were assigned to LoR at diagnosis but to HiR at relapse had a bad prognosis, cases with LoR at both time points showed superior survival. According to our data cases with HiR at diagnosis but LoR at relapse should be considered with caution as this observation was associated with poor outcome. In our study these cases still showed increased risk scores, explaining the poor prognosis of this group. Alternatively, spatial genomic heterogeneity could have impacted the test. Our recent comparison of GEP data of multiple paired samples showed differences in risk signatures, indicating the co-existence of HiR and LoR subclones (manuscript in preparation). Possibly, cells of a LoR subclone were collected at relapse in these patients.

Maintenance {#S19}
-----------

A number of randomized studies have addressed the value of maintenance with lenalidomide and shown that it can improve OS and PFS^[@R23]--[@R25]^. Using a landmark approach from the time of maintenance we show that the addition of thalidomide significantly improved outcome of LoR cases from maintenance and that outcome of LoR was improved further by the addition of bortezomib. We could not detect a significant improvement for HiR cases but this may be due to a lack of statistical power.

Impact of response on outcome {#S20}
-----------------------------

The CD-1 and CD-2 groups have distinct natural histories with the CD-1 group going rapidly into remission in contrast to the CD-2 group where maximum response occurs significantly later ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Despite this difference in achievement of CR the long-term outcome of both groups is similar. This information is therapeutically important because it can help in the interpretation of MRD data preventing over treatment of the CD-2 group, which frequently fails to enter a CR until sufficient follow up has occurred. In this study a CR does not significantly improve the outcome of the MF molecular subgroup and HiR cases, suggesting that these cases need particular clinical attention and are in need of new treatment options.

Conclusion {#S21}
==========

Molecular subgroups of MM have a distinct natural history and response to therapy which can be used to optimize treatment strategies. GEP can readily identify these molecular subgroups and risk status in a time frame that will allow treatment to be modified accordingly. In addition, GEP data can form the framework within which newer technologies such as mutational analysis with next generation sequencing technologies can be integrated. HiR MM is the major therapeutic challenge in MM and developing strategies to improve outcome in this group is critical.
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Supplemental Figure 1. Overview of the trial designs.
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Supplemental Figure 2. Distribution of the molecular subgroups in each Total Therapy trial.
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Supplemental Figure 3. Impact of novel drugs on overall survival in molecular subgroups.
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Supplemental Figure 4. Number of HiR cases as defined by the GEP70 signature in molecular subgroups in TT2, TT3, TT4 and TT5 combined.
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Supplemental Figure 5. Distribution of GEP70 score in low risk cases by molecular subgroup in TT2, TT3, TT4 and TT5 combined.
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Supplemental Figure 6. Percentage of cases with a gain of 1q21 in molecular subgroups.
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Supplemental Figure 7. Percentage of cases with a del(17p) in molecular subgroups.
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Supplemental Figure 8. Distribution of ISS stages in molecular subgroups.
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Supplemental Figure 9. GEP70 scores at relapse for patients who were LoR at both baseline and relapse (blue box) and patients who were HiR at baseline and LoR at relapse (red box).
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Supplemental Figure 10. Overall survival after relapse according to GEP70 risk status determined at baseline and relapse.
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Supplemental Figure 11. Forest plot for progression free survival by molecular subgroup from 1 year after start of therapy for patients treated in TT2 and TT3 who achieved a CR in the 1^st^ year compared to non-CR patients.
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Supplemental Figure 12. Forest plot for overall survival by molecular subgroup from 1 year after start of therapy for patients treated in TT2 and TT3 who achieved a CR in the 1^st^ year compared to non-CR patients.
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Supplemental Figure 13. Forest plot for progression free survival by GEP70 risk status from 1 year after start of therapy for patients treated in TT2 and TT3 who achieved a CR in the 1^st^ year compared to non-CR patients.
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Supplemental Figure 14. Forest plot for overall survival by GEP70 risk status from 1 year after start of therapy for patients treated in TT2 and TT3 who achieved a CR in the 1^st^ year compared to non-CR patients.
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Supplemental Figure 15. Overall survival of MM patients treated in TT2--5 stratified by GEP70 and ISS.
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Supplemental Figure 16. Relationship between GEP70 HiR MM, cytogenetic abnormalities and advanced ISS stage and overall survival of MM patients treated in TT2--5 stratified by GEP70 and presence or absence of cytogenetic abnormalities.
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Supplemental Table 1. Patient characteristics.
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Supplemental Table 2. Outcome of patients in TT2 and TT3 by molecular subgroup.
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Supplemental Table 3. Number of GEP70 high and low risk cases included in the landmark analysis from the start of maintenance.
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Supplemental Table 4. Number of cases included in the analysis of the impact of a complete remission on the outcome of molecular subgroups.
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Supplemental Table 5. Number of cases included in the analysis of the impact of a complete remission on the outcome of GEP70 risk subgroups.
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![Progression free survival before (TT2−) and after (TT2+/TT3a/TT3b) the introduction of novel drugs\
The MS (A) and the HY (B) subgroup were selected as examples for subgroups with significantly improved PFS and the PR group (C) as an example for a subgroup that showed no improvement. The corresponding plots for OS are shown in D to F.](nihms733255f1){#F1}
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Forest plot for progression free survival comparisons between Total Therapies for each molecular subgroup.](nihms733255f2){#F2}
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The figure shows a forest plot for comparison of time to complete remission between Total Therapies for each molecular subgroup.](nihms733255f3){#F3}

![Progression free survival in molecular subgroups according to risk status\
Using the running log-rank test for the GEP70 score for PFS within the low-risk TT2 population and validating the result with TT3 data, we calculated a three-group risk predictor with an additional break point at 0.16. We split the data at the additional break point and at 0.66. We combined the subgroups with a favorable outcome (CD-1, CD-2, HY, and LB) and compared their PFS to MS (significantly improved by novel drugs) and the unfavorable subgroups MF and PR in low risk (A), medium risk (B) and high risk (C) cases.](nihms733255f4){#F4}
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Forest plot for comparison of progression free survival from maintenance between Total Therapies for GEP70 high and low risk cases.](nihms733255f5){#F5}
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The figure shows for the time to CR for CD-1, CD-2 and other molecular subgroups in TT2 and TT3 combined.](nihms733255f6){#F6}
